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313～316　国周 (KUNICHIKA)　明治8年 (1875)　刷良　保存極良　但極少虫穴　各約37x25cm.

313　見立黒姫山瀧
自雷也　市川団十郎　\40,000

314　見立不動瀧
箱王丸　市川団十郎　\40,000

315　見立箱根瀧
勝五郎　沢村訥升　\40,000

316　見立鞍馬山瀧
法太郎　尾上菊五郎　\50,000

312　国周 (KUNICHIKA)
東京花　国周漫画　10図の内8枚　明治5年 (1872)
刷極良　保存良　極少汚　縁極少傷　1図少シミ
各約37.5x25.3cm.　\350,000

317　国周 (KUNICHIKA)
恩愛晴関守　3枚続　明治22年 (1889)
刷良　保存良　極少汚　弱中折　各約36.7x24.5cm.　\24,000

318　探景 (TANKEI)
東京劇場千歳座之景　3枚続　明治17年 (1884)
刷良　保存良　右図少シミ　各約35.7x23.7cm.　\60,000
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1 TOYONOBU: Beauty and child, c.1751--Fair impression and 
condition, soiled and toned, gamage repaired
30.4x14.7cm.  \80,000

2 KIYONAGA: Sanno Festival, 1780--Good impression, fair 
condition, soiled, slightly toned
19x25.5cm.  \120,000

3 NAGASAKI SCHOOL: A Russian envoy Lesanov, 1805--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled and toned
31x15cm.  \150,000

4 KUNIYASU: A beauty on a boat in snow, from Tsuzoku 
suikoden goketsu hyakuhachinin no hitori (One-hundred and 
eight heroes of the popularized Suikoden), c.1830--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled
37.5x25.3cm.  \150,000

5 KUNIYASU: Uchiwa-e (fan print) of an okubi-e (large-head 
portrait) of a courtesan, 1827--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and toned, a tiny wormhole, 
binding holes repaired
22.5x29.1cm.  \200,000

6 EIZAN: Standing beauty, holding a lantern, vertical diptych, 
c.1810--Good impressions and condition, slightly faded, 
very slightly soiled, slightly trimmed on top
37x23.7cm. each approx. \50,000

7 EISEN: Standing beauty holding an umbrella, vertical diptych, 
c.1830--Good impressions and condition, a few minute 
wormholes along edges and binding holes repaired
73x24.4cm. overall \230,000

8 EISEN: A standing beauty holding a letter, vertical diptych, 
c.1830--Good impressions and condition, very slightly 
soiled, slightly toned, slightly trimmed at bottom
38x24.3cm. each approx. \58,000

9 KUNISADA: Standing beauty, vertical diptych, c.1830--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled, a few minor 
wormholes repaired with light backing, faint fold line
35.4x24cm. each approx. \35,000

10 SHIKIMARO: Courtesan Matsumura of Matsubaya feeding 
birds in a basket, with a scroll-shaped reserve with view 
of Chidori Jewel River in Mutsu Province, from Zensei 
mutamagawa (Six jewel river and celebrated beauties), 
c.1803--Good impression and condition, slightly soiled and 
worn
38.7x25.8cm.  \95,000

11 SADATORA: Takasagonomiya of Muromachi, from Toto komei 
nyofu tukushi no uchi (Collection of famous beauties of the 
eastern capital), c.1830--Good impression and condition, 
slightly soiled and worn
38x25.9cm.  \85,000

12 KUNISADA: Portrait of the courtesan Natsu of Tajimaya 
looking into a mirror, from Hono chochin (Dedicatory 
lantern), c.1818--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, some minute wormholes repaired
38.6x26.6cm.  \150,000

13 KUNISADA: Beauty reading a letter, round reserve with a pot 
of morning glory, from Tosei natsu geshiki (Modern scenes 
of summer), c.1818--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, a few minor wormholes repaired
36.8x24cm.  \130,000

14 KUNISADA: Portrait of the courtesan Shuka, from Shimpan 
nishiki-e tosei bijin awase (Newly published brocade 
pictures, collection of beauties of the day), 1815--Good 
impression and condition, slightly soiled and worn, fold lines
38x25.4cm.  \45,000

15 KUNISADA: Beauty lying down playing shamisen, titled 
Tosei azuma nishiki-e (Eastern brocade picture of the day), 
c.1818--Good impression and condition, slightly soiled and 
trimmed, a pinhole worming, end of centerfold repaired
35.8x25.2cm.  \45,000

16 KUNISADA: Izumiya Restaurant at Yoshicho, from Toji komei 
kaiseki zukushi (Collection of famous restaurants of the 
day), c.1822--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, a minute hole
35.5x24.7cm.  \120,000

17 KUNISADA: Ao-sudare (green bamboo blind), fourth month, 
from Yoshiwara nenchu gyoji (Annual events of Yoshiwara), 
c.1830--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
toned, a few minute wormholes, trimmed
35.4x24.8cm.  \90,000

18 KUNISADA: Fox dancing, twelfth month, from the same series 
as above, c.1830--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled and toned, a minute hole
38.7x25.4cm.  \120,000

19 KUNISADA: Beauty reading a letter, titled Arai Komachi 
(Komachi washing the book), from Yoshiwara nana komachi 
(Seven episodes of Ono no Komachi in Yoshiwara), c.1830--
Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled
37.5x26cm.  \110,000

20 KUNISADA: Standing beauty, with a rectangle reserve with an 
otsu-e figure of Priest Benklei holding a lance, from Otsu-e 
zukushi (Collection of Otsu-e (Otsu pictures), c.1830--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled
38.7x25.6cm.  \95,000

21 KUNISADA: Courtesans in an interior, from Edo sugata hakkei 
(Eight views of licensed quarters of Edo), triptych, c.1830--
Good impressions and condition, fold line along left edge on 
left panel
36.3x25.5cm. each approx. \280,000

22 KUNISADA: Beauties at an inn, titled Otabidokoro, from 
Ryuko bijin awase (Collection of f fshionable beauties), 
triptych, c.1830--Good impressions and condition, a 
few minor wormholes repaired, slight damage along near 
centerfold
37.2x24.7cm. each approx. \100,000

23 KUNISADA: Beauties at Oguri Restaurant, Nakamachi, 
from the same series as above, triptych, c.1830--Good 
impressions and condition, some minute wormholes repaired
37.2x24.8cm. each approx. \130,000

24 KUNISADA: Kinryuzan Temple, Asakusa, the eastern capital, 
triptych, c.1830--Good impressions and condition, some 
minor wormholes repaired, faint centerfold
35.1x24.8cm. each approx. \120,000

25 KUNISADA: Ryogoku kaicho asa mairi no zu (Moring visit 
to Ekoin Temple, Ryogoku), triptych, c.1830--Good 
impressions and condition, a few minor wormhole and slight 
damage repaired, left panel partly thinned
35x24.8cm. each approx. \130,000

26 TOYOKUNI III: Azuma Bridge, from Edo meisho hokku awase 
(Collection of famous places of Edo and first part of poems), 
triptych, c.1844--Good impressions and condition, faint fold 
line along edges
35.5x25cm. each approx. \200,000

27 TOYOKUNI III: View of doll market for girls’ festival, at 
Jikkendana (Jikkendana hina-ichi no kokei), triptych, 
c.1848--Good impressions and condition
36.7x25.7cm. each approx. \200,000

28 TOYOKUNI III: Genji and beauties on a terrace viewing cherry 
blossom in the garden, triptych, 1861--Good impressions 
and condition, slightly trimmed
35.5x23.1cm. each approx. \36,000

29 TOYOKUNI III: Nijurokuya machi (View of twenty-sixth moon), 
from Junitsuki no uchi (Twelve months), triptych, 1854--
Good impressions and condition, a few minute wormholes, 
slightly trimmed
35.6x24.1cm. each approx. \120,000

30 TOYOKUNI III: Hour of dragon (8a.m.), from Shun'yu juni 
toki (Twelve hours of the pleasure quarters), 1865--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly faded and soiled
36.8x25cm.  \38,000

31 TOYOKUNI III: Hour of snake (10a.m.), from the same series 
as above, 1865--Good impression and condition
36.8x25.5cm.  \45,000

32 TOYOKUNI III: Hour of monkey (4p.m.), from the same series 
as above, 1865--Good impression and condition
36.8x25.1cm.  \40,000

33 TOYOKUNI III: Hour of dog (8p.m.), from the same series as 
above, 1865--Good impression and condition
36.8x25cm.  \45,000

34 TOYOKUNI III: Standing beauty by a boat, from Bijin raikushu, 
1863--Good impression and condition
36.2x24.5cm.  \25,000

35 KUNISADA II: Genji looking at a screen painted with Tokiwa 
Gozen, triptych, 1860--Good impressions and condition, 
centerfold, slight damage where backing was removed
36.4x25.3cm. each approx. \45,000
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36 KYOSAI /KUNISADA II: A full-length portrait of the courtesan 
Oden of Kazusaya, vertical diptych, 1867--Good impressions 
and condition. slightly soiled and worn, small tear on corners 
repaired
70.3x24.5cm. each approx. \45,000

37 KORYUSAI: Erotic print, titled Karakasanage, from Sumo 
taizen, c.1780--Good impression and condition, slightly 
soiled and damaged, 
19.4x25.5cm.  \90,000

38 KIYONAGA: A plate from the erotic series Shikido tokkumi 
juniban (Twelve bouts for eros), 1784--Good impression and 
condition, faded, very slightly soiled, slightly creased
25.1x37.3cm.  \120,000

39 SHUNCHO: A plate from Koshoku zue juni ko (Erotic pictures 
for the twelve months), c.1789--Good impression and 
condition, slightly stained and toned, some minor tears and 
wormholes repaired, centerfold
24.4x37cm.  \80,000

40 SHUNCHO: A plate from the same series as above, c.1789-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled and 
toned, a few minute wormholes repaired, centerfold
24.4x36.9cm.  \90,000

41 SHUNCHO: An untitled erotic print, c.1789--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
25x37.8cm.  \120,000

42 SHUNCHO: An untitled erotic print, c.1790--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
22.5x32.2cm.  \50,000

43 SHUNCHO: An untitled erotic print, c.1790--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
22.5x32cm.  \50,000

44 UTAMARO: An untitled erotic print, c.1800--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
21.6x30.9cm.  \100,000

45 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
22.9x34.4cm.  \70,000

46 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
22.9x34.3cm.  \70,000

47 EISEN: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good impression 
and condition, faint centerfold
26x38.3cm.  \130,000

48 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
23x34.1cm.  \70,000

49 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
23x34.3cm.  \50,000

50 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, faint centerfold
23x34.4cm.  \70,000

51 HOKUSAI SCHOOL: An untitled erotic print, c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, a few minute wormholes repaired, 
faint centerfold
22.9x34.4cm.  \70,000

52 TOMIOKA EISEN: Yakumo no chigiri, twelve sheets, complete, 
bound as an accordion-type album, 1897--Good impressions 
and condition, slightly soiled and stained
34x25cm.  \120,000

53 UNSIGNED: A key block of four erotic scenes
21.5x28.5cm.  \200,000

54 KUNISADA II: Genji and beauties on a boat crossing Sumida 
River, triptych, 1868--Good impressions and condition, very 
slightly soiled, very slightly worn along edges
36.2x24.3cm. each approx. \25,000

55 YOSHITOSHI: Genji and beauties on a terrace overlooking 
night fishing at Tsukuda Island, triptych, 1866--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled
35.3x24.5cm. each approx. \80,000

56 YOSHITOSHI: Daishichi Restaurant at Imado, from Tokyo 
ryori sukoburu beppin (Famous restaurants and fancy dishes 
of Tokyo), 1871--Good impression and condition, margins 
very slightly soiled, narrow margins
35.5x23.7cm.  \20,000

57 YOSHITOSHI: Uehan Restaurant at Mokuboji, from the same 
series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition, 
slightly stained
37.2x24.8cm.  \20,000

58 YOSHITOSHI: Sembun Restaurant at Minami Nabemachi, 
from the same series as above, 1871--Good impression 
and condition, margins very slightly soiled and a few minute 
wormholes
35.5x24cm.  \23,000

59 YOSHITOSHI: Sembun Restaurant at Minami Nabemachi, 
from the same series as above, 1871--Good impression 
and condition, margins very slightly stained, some margins 
narrow
35.9x23.9cm.  \20,000

60 YOSHITOSHI: Kinoeneya Restaurant at Asakusa, from the 
same series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition, 
a minor stain in right margin
35.8x24cm.  \20,000

61 YOSHITOSHI: Kinoeneya Restaurant at Asakusa, from the 
same series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition, 
margins very slightly soiled, binding holes
36x25.1cm.  \18,000

62 YOSHITOSHI: Kitsune Owari Restaurant at Sanjukkenbori, 
from the same series as above, 1871--Good impression and 
condition
35.8x24cm.  \20,000

63 YOSHITOSHI: Kagetsutei Restaurant at Takagawacho, from 
the same series as above, 1871--Good impression and 
condition, some margins narrow
36x24cm.  \20,000

64 YOSHITOSHI: Yaozen Restaurants at San'ya, from the same 
series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition. very 
slightly soiled, minor damage and binding holes repaired, 
backing residue, faint centerfold
36x24.2cm.  \18,000

65 YOSHITOSHI: Yaozen Restaurants at San'ya, from the same 
series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition, 
margins very slightly soiled, faint foldl ine along right edge, 
narrow margins
35.7x23.7cm.  \20,000

66 YOSHITOSHI: Tkiwaro Restaurant at Tokiwabashi, from the 
same series as above, 1871--Good impression and condition. 
very slightly soiled, minor damage and binding holes 
repaired, backing residue, faint centerfold
35.8x24.2cm.  \18,000

67 YOSHITOSHI: Kurumaya Restaurant at Shiba Shimmei, from 
the same series as above, 1871--Good impression and 
condition. very slightly soiled, minor damage and binding 
holes repaired, backing residue, faint centerfold
36.1x24.3cm.  \18,000

68 YOSHITOSHI: Motto furasetai (Desire of more snow), from 
Mitate tai zukushi (Collection of desires), 1878--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly toned
35.6x24cm.  \25,000

69 YOSHITOSHI: Hayaku morai tai (Desire of being served), 
from the same series as above, 1878--Good impression and 
condition, centerfold
35.7x24cm.  \30,000

70 YOSHITOSHI: Ippuku nomitai (Desire of smoking), from the 
same series as above, 1878--Good impression and condition, 
very slightly soiled and stained
36.7x25.4cm.  \50,000

71 YOSHITOSHI: Domo nemuttai (Feeling sleepy), from the same 
series as above, 1877--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly stained
36.8x24.5cm.  \30,000

72 YOSHITOSHI: Hachiue no tsuchi (Soil in a pot), representing 
Saturday, from Mitate shichiyosei (Parody of seven day of the 
week), 1878--Good impression and condition
37.3x25.4cm.  \15,000

73 YOSHITOSHI: Eleventh month, Torinomachi Festival, from 
Tokyo jiman junikagetsu (Pride of Tokyo in twelve months), 
1880--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled
36.8x25cm.  \35,000
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74 YOSHITOSHI: Naniwaya Restaurant at Osakamachi, from 
Kato kaiseki bekkinn kurabe (Collection of beauties and 
restaurants of Imperial capital), 1878--Good impression and 
condition, binding holes
36.5x24.5cm.  \20,000

75 YOSHITOSHI: Hyakushaku Restaurant at Shin-yoshicho, 
from the same series as above, 1878--Good impression and 
condition, binding holes
36.4x24.8cm.  \20,000

76 YOSHITOSHI: Kagetsu Restaurant at Takekawacho, from the 
same series as above, 1874--Good impression and condition, 
a few minute wormholes, top right corner tear repaired, 
centerfold
35.9x24.5cm.  \15,000

77 YOSHITOSHI: Tekkinro Restaurant at Shintomicho, from the 
same series as above, 1878--Good impression and condition, 
fold line along left edge, upper margin trimmed
34.8x23.7cm.  \15,000

78 YOSHITOSHI: Masudaya Restaurant at Kobikicho, from the 
same series as above, 1878--Good impression and condition
36.5x24.4cm.  \23,000

79 YOSHITOSHI: Uoju Restaurant at Miyoshicho, from the same 
series as above, 1878--Good impression and condition, 
binding holes
36.5x24.7cm.  \20,000

80 YOSHITOSHI: 6a.m., from Shinryu nijushi toki (Twenty-four 
hours of geisha at Shimbashi and Yanagibashi), 1880--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled and stained, 
narrow margins
34.8x23.7cm.  \20,000

81 YOSHITOSHI: 8a.m., from the same series as above, c.1880-
-Good impression and condition, slight oxidation on title 
cartouche
36.8x24.8cm.  \35,000

82 YOSHITOSHI: 4p.m., from the same series as above, c.1880-
-Good impression and condition, trimmed
34.6x23.6cm.  \28,000

83 YOSHITOSHI: 8p.m., from the same series as above, c.1880-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled
36.6x25.2cm.  \30,000

84 YOSHITOSHI: 9p.m. from the same series as above, 1880--
Good impression and condition, slightly soiled, some minor 
tears repaired, narrow margins
35.5x24.5cm.  \28,000

85 YOSHITOSHI: 1a.m., from the same series as above, 1881-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled and 
toned, some minor tear in upper margin repaired
36x24.8cm.  \30,000

86 YOSHITOSHI: 4a.m., from the same series as above, c.1880-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled and 
toned, a minute damage repaired, tear on upper corners 
repaired, lower margin trimmed
35.9x24.4cm.  \30,000

87 YOSHITOSHI: Beauties on a terrace overlooking snow 
covered garden of Daimatsuro Restaurant, Nezu, from Zensei 
shiki zukushi (Collection of four seasons and celebrated 
beauties), triptych, 1883--Good impressions, fair condition, 
slightly soiled and stained, and trimmed, repair on centerfold
35.5x23.5cm. each approx. \100,000

88 KUNICHIKA: Yuki (Snow), from Getsusekka no uchi (Moon, 
Snow, and Flower), subtitled Masudaro Restaurant, 
Yanagibashi, Ryogoku, triptych, 1880--Good impressions 
and condition, very slightly soiled and stained
37x24.8cm. each approx. \40,000

89 KUNICHIKA: Kazumigaseki yori Fugaku chobo no zu (Mount 
Fuji seen from Kasumigaseki), from Azuma kofu (Old 
fashion of the east), triptych, 1895--Good impressions and 
condition, very slightly soiled
37.5x25.7cm. each approx. \48,000

90 CHIKANOBU: Awabitori goyuran no zu (Empress observing 
abalone divers), triptych, 1879--Good impressions and 
condition, binding holes, fold line along edges repaired
36x24.6cm. each approx. \85,000

91 KUNISADA III: Shogun's son playing in a garden, from Chuko 
Yamato fuzoku (Daily life of ancient Japan), triptych, 1889--
Good impressions and condition, very slightly stained
35.8x23.5cm. each approx. \25,000

92 CHIKANOBU: Geisha at Yanagibashi, triptych, 1890--Good 
impressions and condition
35.8x25cm. each approx. \35,000

93 CHIKANOBU: Chanoyu ryakuzu (Abbreviated picture of tea 
ceremony, triptych, c.1887--Good impressions and condition
37.3x25.1cm. each approx. \58,000

94 CHIKANOBU: Autumn moon at a villa, from Setsugekka 
no uchi (Snow, moon, and flower), triptych, 1891--Good 
impressions, fine condition
37.5x25.4cm. each approx. \80,000

95 CHIKANOBU: Tsukiyo no yuokyo (Pleasures of a moonlit 
night), triptych, 1893--Good impressions and condition
37.1x25.2cm. each approx. \65,000

96 CHIKANOBU: Beauties entertaining noble child, triptych, 
1893--Good impressions, fine condition
37.4x25.6cm. each approx. \55,000

97 CHIKANOBU: Sumidagawa tsutsumi no sekkei (View of snow 
at Sumida River bank), triptych, c.1895--Good impressions 
and condition
37.5x25.5cm. each approx. \78,000

98 CHIKANOBU: Feudal lords visiting Edo Castle at New Year’
s Day, from Chiyoda no on'omote (Outer palace of Edo 
Castle), triptych, 1897--Good impressions and condition
35x23.5cm. each approx. \13,000

99 CHIKANOBU: Shinobazu ikehan no asa kasumi (Moring mist 
along Shinobazu Pond), triptych, c.1897--Good impressions 
and condition, a few minute stains, very slightly toned, 
lightly backed
35.2x23.3cm. each approx. \25,000

100 CHIKANOBU: Shin bijin (True-beauties), No. 2, 1897--Good 
impression and condition, margins very slightly soiled
36.8x24.8cm.  \16,000

101 NOBUKAZU: Garyobai (Crouching dragon plum) at Kameido 
Shrine, triptych, 1893--Fine impressions and condition 
except a few tiny stains
37.5x25.4cm. each approx. \60,000

102 NOBUKAZU: Eternal prosperity with children in the garden, 
triptych, c.1887--Good impressions and condition, slightly 
soiled and stained
36x23.3cm. each approx. \20,000

103 SHUNTEI: Full moon, eighth month, from Bijin junikagetsu 
(Beauties in twelve months), triptych, 1898--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly stained, backed
35.5x23.6cm. each approx. \38,000

104 HIREZAKI EIHO: Frontispieces of the novel, Ikasanu naka, 
(Bad relationship), eight sheets, complete, 1913--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly stained
21x13.8cm. each \100,000

105 KUNIYASU: Toto Yoshiwara zensei sakura zu (Cherry blossom 
in full bloom at Yoshiwara, the eastern capital), c.1818--
Good impressions and condition, very slightly toned, a minor 
corner tear on right panel
39x26.5cm. each approx. \230,000

106 EISEN: View of Atago Hill, c.1830--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and stained, toned
24.4x36.8cm.  \50,000

107 HIROSHIGE: Mitsuke, Tenryugawa funa watashi (Ferry boat 
on Tenryu River), from Tokaido gojusan tsugi no uchi (the 
Fifty-three stations of the Tokaido), (the 'Gyosho' Tokaido), 
c.1844--Good impression and condition, some minor 
wormholes and binding holes
21.6x33.8cm.  \50,000

108 HIROSHIGE: Fukuroi, from Tokaido ([Fifty-three stations 
of] the Tokaido) (the ‘Reisho’ Tokaido)], c.1848--Good 
impression and condition, s few minor stains and tiny 
wormholes
24.5x35.5cm.  \280,000

109 HIROSHIGE: Toto Ryogoku yusen no zu (View of pleasure boats 
at Ryogoku, the Eastern capital), triptych, c.1830--Good 
impressions and condition
38x25.9cm. each approx. \950,000
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110 HIROSHIGE: Soshu Enoshima Benzaiten kaicho sankei gunshu 
no zu (Picture of crowds visiting Benzaiten Temple at 
Enoshima Island), triptych, c.1848--Good impressions and 
condition, very slightly soiled, slightly worn
37x25.5cm. each approx. \480,000

111 HIROSHIGE: Takinoura, Noto Province, from Rokujuyoshu 
meisho zue (Pictures of famous places of the sixty-odd 
provinces), 1853--Good impression and condition, a few 
minute stains, binding holes repaired, some margins narrow
36x24.4cm.  \180,000

112 HIROSHIGE: Shizenji Hot spring, Izu Province, from the same 
series as above, 1853--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled and stained, some margins narrow
36.2x24.2cm.  \250,000

113 HIROSHIGE: Monkey Bridge, Kai Province, from the same 
series as above, 1853--Good impression and condition
36.4x24.4cm.  \250,000

114 HIROSHIGE: Toto meisho Kasumigaseki no zu (View of 
Kasumigaseki, Famous places of the eastern capital), 1854-
-Good impressions and condition, very slight damage along 
some edges
35.8x25.5cm. each approx. \180,000

115 HIROSHIGE: Nakagawaguchi, from Meisho Edo hyakkei 
(One hundred views of famous places of Edo), 1857--Good 
impression and condition, binding holes repaired, some 
margins narrow
36.4x23.7cm.  \60,000

116 HIROSHIGE: Yoshiwara, Nihon zutsumi (Nihon Embankment, 
Yoshiwara), from the same series as above, 1857--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, slightly narrow 
margins, faint centerfold
35.5x24.1cm.  \280,000

117 HIROSHIGE: Kamata no baien (Plum Garden at Kamata), 
from the same series as above, 1857--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly toned, some margins narrow
35x24.7cm.  \320,000

118 HIROSHIGE: Hakkeizaka yoroikake matsu ("Hanging armor 
pine", Hakkei Hill), from the same series as above, 1857--
Good impression, fine condition
36.1x24.3cm.  \300,000

119 HIROSHIGE: Hirokoji, Shitaya, from the same series as above, 
1856--Good impression, fine condition
36.8x24.9cm.  \150,000

120 HIROSHIGE: Eshima Hill and Tone River, from the same 
series as above, 1856--Good impression, fine condition, 
except trace of removed tape on verso on top corners
37.2x25.1cm.  \120,000

121 HIROSHIGE: Sanjusangen Hall, Fukagawa, from the same 
series as above, 1857--Good impression, fine condition 
except very slightly toned
37.1x25.6cm.  \150,000

122 HIROSHIGE: Ommaya gashi (Ommaya embankment), from the 
same series as above, 1857--Good impression, fine condition 
except a minor wormhole and stain in upper margin
36.5x25cm.  \120,000

123 HIROSHIGE: Kesakake matsu ("Robe hanging" pine), 
Shinobazu Pond, from the same series as above, 1856--Good 
impression and condition, lower margin trimmed
36.3x24.6cm.  \200,000

124 HIROSHIGE: The lake of Hakone, from Fuji sanjurokkei 
(Thirty-six views of Mount Fuji), 1858--Good impression 
and condition, a few spot stains, small paper residue on 
verso
35.1x23.5cm.  \250,000

125 HIROSHIGE II: Fishing eel and dace on Lake Suwa, Shinano 
Province, from Shokoku meisho hyakkei (One hundred views 
of provinces), 1860--Good impression and condition
36x23.8cm.  \180,000

126 KUNIYOSHI: Gathering seaweed at Omori, from Toto 
meisho (Famous places of the eastern capital), c.1830--
Good impression and condition, slight repair on centerfold, 
trimmed
24.9x35cm.  \1,300,000

127 KUNIYOSHI: Omotai (Looking heavy), Lobster fishing, Ise 
Province, from Sankai medetai zue (Celebrated products of 
mountains and sea), 1852--Good impression and condition
35.7x24.2cm.  \70,000

128 TOYOKUNI III: Oiso, from Tokaido [(the Fifty-three stations 
of the) Tokaido] (the 'procession' Tokaido), 1863--Good 
impression and condition
36.4x25.2cm.  \25,000

129 TOYOKUNI III / HIROSHIGE II: Pickled plum at Umeyashiki, 
from Edo jiman sanju rokko (Thirty-six famous things of 
Edo), 1864--Good impression and condition, some margins 
narrow
35.6x24.2cm.  \25,000

130 TOYOKUNI III / HIROSHIGE II: Nori (dried seaweed) at 
Shinagawa, from the same series as above, 1864--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled and toned, 
slightly creased, some minute wormholes repaired
36x24.5cm.  \25,000

131 TOYOKUNI III / HIROSHIGE II: Festival of Honganji Temple 
at Ikegami, from the same series as above, 1864--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, a minute 
wormhole and binding holes repaired
36x24.5cm.  \25,000

132 YOSHIKAZU: Yokohama ijin yashiki no zu (View of foreigners' 
residence in Yokohama), triptych, 1861--Good impressions 
and condition, very slightly soiled
37.9x25cm. each approx. \260,000

133 YOSHIIKU: Yokohama Igirisu shokan han'ei no zu (Prosperity 
of British trading house at Yokohama), triptych, 1871--Good 
impressions and condition, a few minor wormholes repaired
37.2x25.2cm. each approx. \180,000

134 HIROSHIGE III: Tokyo Yatsuyamashita kangan jokisha tetudo 
no zu (View of steam train along the shore below Yatsuyama, 
Tokyo), c.1871--Good impressions and condition, very 
slightly soiled
36.5x25cm. each approx. \180,000

135 HIROSHIGE III: Five story building of national bank, triptych, 
1872--Good impressions and condition, center panel very 
slightly stained
36.9x25cm. each approx. \35,000

136 KUNITERU: Brick building at Kyobashi, triptych, 1873--Good 
impressions and condition, a few minute stains
37x25.4cm. each approx. \40,000

137 KUNITERU: View of national bank, triptych, 1872--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled and toned, red 
ink scribble on center panel
36.3x24.7cm. each approx. \35,000

138 CHIKANOBU: Dai nikai naikoku kangyo hakurankai zu (Picture 
of the second domestic exposition), triptych, 1881--Good 
impressions and condition
36.9x24.8cm. each approx. \20,000

139 KATO HEITARO: The palace of empire Japan, triptych--Good 
impressions and condition, slightly soiled and stained, a 
minor wormhole, centerfold
36.5x24.7cm. each approx. \13,000

140 CHIKANOBU: View of a military parade, triptych, c.1887--
Good impressions and condition, very slightly stained and 
worn
36.1x23.1cm. each approx. \15,000

141 KUNITOSHI: An imperial procession, triptych, 1889--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly toned and stained
36.5x23.9cm. each approx. \16,000

142 KUNITOSHI: An imperial procession at Nijubashi, triptych, 
1889--Good impressions and condition, very slight damage 
along some edges
37.2x24.5cm. each approx. \18,000

143 GYOKUEI: Mount Fuji seen from Edo, c.1889--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly stained along edges
24x24.7cm.  \10,000

144 KIYOCHIKA: Sensoji toshinoichi (Year-end market at Sensoji 
Temple), from Tokyo meisho (Famous places of Tokyo), 
1881--Good impression and condition, margins very slightly 
soiled
24.9x36.5cm.  \450,000
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145 KIYOCHIKA: Daimaru department store at Odemmacho, 
from the same series as above, 1881--Good impression and 
condition, centerfold
22.5x33.6cm.  \160,000

146 KIYOCHIKA: Benten Shrine at Ieknohata, from the same 
series as above, 1880--Fine impression, good condition
24.8x36.4cm.  \350,000

147 KIYOCHIKA: View of Takinogawa, from the same series as 
above, 1878--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, a few minute wormholes repaired
23.8x36cm.  \95,000

148 KIYOCHIKA: A scene of Jimbei watashi, illustrating Jimbei 
releasing Sakura Sogo setting out to Edo by a boat, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition
36.2x24.5cm. each approx. \70,000

149 KIYOCHIKA: Matsushima, from Nihon meisho zue (Famous 
views of Japan), 1896--Good impression and condition
37x25.2cm.  \28,000

150 KIYOCHIKA: Matsushima, from the same series as above, 
1896--Good impression and condition
37x25cm.  \25,000

151 KIYOCHIKA: Mount Tsukuba seen from Sakura River, Hitachi 
Province, from the same series as above, 1897--Good 
impression and condition
36.9x25cm.  \18,000

152 YOSHIKUNI: Osaka fukiyabashi joki hsuppan no zu (Steam 
boat at Fukiyabashi, Osaka), from Keihan meisho zue (famous 
places of Kyoto and Osaka), 1885--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled
25.6x37.4cm.  \550,000

153 TOYOKUNI III: Kanjin ozumo dohyoiri no zu (Wresters 
entering the temple solicitation sumo matches), triptych, 
c.1848--Good impressions and condition
35.4x25.5cm. each approx. \85,000

154 KUNIYOSHI: Kanjin ozumo dohyoiri no zu (Wresters entering 
the temple solicitation sumo matches), triptych, 1850--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled at bottom, 
slightly damaged along edges
35.5x24.8cm. each approx. \36,000

155 KUNIYOSHI: Comic picture of Shogi, c.1844--Good 
impression and condition, slightly soiled, binding holes and 
small tear on top corners repaired
18.3x25cm.  \20,000

156 KUNIYOSHI: Comic picture of Shogi, c.1844--Good 
impression, fair condition, soiled, stained, and worn, some 
wormholes repaired
18.3x24.5cm.  \18,000

157 KUNIYOSHI: Comic picture of Shogi, c.1844--Good 
impression and condition, soiled and worn, some minor 
wormholes repaired
15.8x24.5cm.  \18,000

158 KUNIYOSHI: Shingaku osana etoki (Moral philosophy 
illustrated for children), c.1830--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled, slightly stained, a few minor 
wormholes repaired
35.6x12.9cm. \180,000

159 KUNIYOSHI: Sekihakki Ryuto (Liu Tang), from Tsuzoku 
Suikoden goketsu hyakuhachinin no hitori (One-hundred and 
eight heroes of the popularized Suikoden), c.1820--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly faded, a few minor 
wormholes repaired
37.9x25.8cm.  \240,000

160 KUNIYOSHI: Ushiwakamaru defeats bandit at Akasaka, 
triptych, c.1830--Good impressions and condition, some 
minor wormholes repaired
37.5x25.8cm. each approx. \120,000

161 KUNIYOSHI: Ota Harunaga (Oda Nobunaga) observing 
restoration of the Kiyosu Castle, triptych, c.1848--Good 
impressions and condition
37.4x25.5cm. each approx. \120,000

162 KUNIYOSHI: Retainers visiting Asano's alter at Sengakuji 
Shrine after the revenge, tr iptych, c.1848--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled
37.7x26cm. each approx. \100,000

163 SADAHIDE: Scene of the battle of Itsukushima, triptych, 
c.1848--Good impressions and condition, binding holes, 
slightly trimmed on top
36.7x25.6cm. each approx. \130,000

164 KUNITERU II: Konishi Yukinaga, from Kyujin Yousai shuhitsu, 
1873--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled
36.5x25.1cm. each approx. \35,000

165 TOYONOBU: Shinsen Taikoki (Newly selected history of 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi), diptych, 1883--Good impressions and 
condition, left panel backed
34.5x23.8cm. each approx. \15,000

166 TOYONOBU: Shinsen Taikoki (Newly selected history of 
Toyotomi Hideyoshi), diptych, 1883--Good impressions and 
condition, very slightly soiled, right panel lightly backed
35.8x23.5cm. each approx. \15,000

167 NOBUKAZU: Saginoike Heikuro rearing a serpent, triptych, 
1892--Fine impressions and condition
37x24.7cm. each approx. \650,000

168 CHIKANOBU: Watanabe no Tsuna encounters the female 
demon at Modoribashi, triptych, 1900--Good impressions 
and condition, very slightly soiled, fold lines, right panel 
slightly damaged
37x25.2cm. each approx. \100,000

169 CHIKANOBU: Minamoto Yoshitsune and troops admiring 
cherry blossom at Suma Temple, triptych, Meiji Period--
Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
36.5x24cm. each approx. \48,000

170 UNSIGNED: A namazu-e (Catfish picture or earthquake 
picture), 1855--Good impression and condition, slightly 
soiled, tear on upper corners repaired
25x36.5cm.  \70,000

171 UNSIGNED: A namazu-e (Catfish picture or earthquake 
picture), 1855--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled and stained, minor tear on upper corners repaired
25x36.4cm.  \65,000

172 UNSIGNED: Satire picture of Boshin War, diptych, 1868--
Good impressions and condition
36.5x24.5cm. each approx. \20,000

173 CHIKANOBU: Satire picture describing examples of mentality 
in civilization, diptych, 1877--Good impressions and 
condition, slightly stained and damaged
35.5x24.9cm. each approx. \25,000

174 UNSIGNED: Shimpan sho tori tukushi (Newly published, 
collection of birds), Meiji Period--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and toned, a minute wormhole
36.8x24.6cm.  \10,000

175 YOSHIFUJI: Choren ryomen awase (Collection of front and 
back of soldiers), 1867--Good impression and condition
37x24.8cm.  \50,000

176 HIROSHIGE III: Satire picture of price drop of various 
products, illustrating figures with name of products 
descending mount Fuji, triptych, 1883--Good impressions 
and condition, very slightly soiled, some minute wormholes 
repaired
37x25.5cm. each approx. \120,000

177 UNSIGNED: Miniature scenery model of a scene of Gempei 
seisuiki (The rise and fall of Genji and Heike), three sheets, 
complete, 1903--Good impressions and condition
36.5x24.5cm. each approx. \30,000

178 UNSIGNED: Miniature scenery model of the triumph gate at 
Ueno Park, pour sheets, complete, 1906--Good impressions 
and condition
36.5x24.7cm. each approx. \55,000

179 UNSIGNED: Miniature stage model of a kabuki performance 
of Ishikawa Goemon, three sheets, complete, 1886--Good 
impressions and condition
39.5x26.5cm. each approx. \35,000

180 UNSIGNED: Miniature stage model of the kabuki performance, 
Chushingura, five sheets, complete, 1916--Good impressions 
and condition
39.5x26.5cm. each approx. \45,000

181 UNSIGNED: Robe pattered with a ghost, Meiji Period--Good 
impression and condition
23.3x31.5cm.  \20,000
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182 KUNITOSHI: Shimpan nagamono tsukushi (Newly published, 
collection of "Long"), 1885--Good impression and condition, 
very slightly soiled, binding holes repaired
36.3x24.3cm.  \95,000

183 GEKKO: An uchiwa-e (fan-print) of advertisement of tobacco 
of Kagoshima Prefecture, c.1890--Good impression and 
condition, slightly toned, very slightly soiled and worn
23.5x25cm.  \70,000

184 KYOSAI: Otafuku holding a boxful of beans, demons running 
away, titled Oni wa soto, fuku wa uchi (The demon outside 
and the fortune inside), from Shuga gafu no uchi (Album of 
collection of pictures), triptych, 1890--Good impressions 
and condition, very slightly soiled and stained
37.5x25.3cm. each approx. \550,000

185 YOSHITOSHI: Ban Naoyuki defeats monsters at Fukushima 
Masanori's mansion, triptych, 1866--Good impressions and 
condition,very slightly soiled, a few minute wormholes and 
very slight damage long edges repaired with light backing 
35.8x25.3cm. each approx. \450,000

186 YOSHITOSHI: Priest Nichiren praying for the restless spirit 
of the cormorant fisherman at Iwasa River, triptych, 1885--
Good impressions and condition
37.5x25.4cm. each approx. \550,000

187 YOSHITOSHI: Battle of Dannoura, triptych, 1864--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled
36.5x25.5cm. each approx. \120,000

188 YOSHITOSHI: Emperor Yuryaku, from Dai Nihon shiryaku zue 
(Abbreviated pictures of history of great Japan), triptych, 
1879--Good impressions and condition, very slightly worn, a 
few minor stains on right panel
37x25cm. each approx. \180,000

189 YOSHITOSHI: Princess Sen, the wife of Toyotomi Hideyori, 
from Kaidai hyakusen so (Selection of one hundred warriors), 
1868--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled 
stained, and worn, lower left corner slightly damaged
36x24.7cm.  \30,000

190 YOSHITOSHI: Portrait of the actor Bando Hikosaburo in the 
role of Akechi Mitsuhide, subtitled Iru truki (Setting moon), 
from Seiu Kandankei (Barometer of emotions), 1876--Good 
impression and condition, slightly worn, slightly stained along 
right edge
36x24.6cm.  \80,000

191 YOSHITOSHI: Portrait of the actor Nakamura Shikan in the 
role of Abe Tadaaki, subtitled Kozui (Flood), from the same 
series as above, 1876--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly worn
36.1x25.2cm.  \80,000

192 YOSHITOSHI: Kusunoki Masashige, from Kokoku nijushiko 
(Twenty-four heroes of imperial Japan), c.1881--Good 
impression and condition, slightly soiled, marrow margin, 
backed 
34.8x23.1cm.  \17,000

193 YOSHITOSHI: Corutesan Miyagino and her sister Shinobu, 
from the same series as above, 1881--Good impression and 
condition, slightly soiled, slight damage along edge repaired, 
margins slightly narrow
35.9x23.5cm.  \17,000

194 YOSHITOSHI: Cortesan Miyagino and her sister Shinobu, 
from the same series as above, 1896--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly stained, lightly backed
34.8x23.5cn.  \18,000

195 YOSHITOSHI: Princess Chujo at Toma Temple, from the same 
series as above, 1887--Good impression, fine condition 
except very slight soiling
37x25.2cm.  \25,000

196 YOSHITOSHI: Wake no Kiyomaro, from the same series as 
above, c.1887--Good impression and condition, lightly 
backed
34.8x23.4cm.  \20,000

197 YOSHITOSHI: Kesa Gozem, from the same series as above, 
1893--Good impression and condition, very slightly stained, 
narrow margins, backed
35.5x23.8cm.  \20,000

198 YOSHITOSHI: Ohatsu, the servant of Onoe, from the same 
series as above, 1893--Good impression and condition, 
lightly backed
35.4x23.9cm.  \20,000

199 YOSHITOSHI: Asaoka, the nurse of Date Clan, from the same 
series as above, 1881--Good impression and condition, some 
margins narrow
35.5x23.4cm.  \20,000

200 YOSHITOSHI: Story of a strong woman Oiko of Takashima, 
diptych, 1889--Good impressions and condition
37.3x25.3cm. each approx. \50,000

201 YOSHITOSHI: Priest Ikkyu and the courtesan Jigoku Dayu, 
from Shinsen azuma nishiki-e (New selection of eastern 
brocade pictures), diptych, 1886--Fine impressions, fair 
condition, slightly soiled, stained, and toned, centerfold
36.4x25.5cm. each approx. \40,000

202 YOSHITOSHI: Sano Jirozaemon, from the same series as 
above, diptych, 1886--Good impressions and condition, red 
seals
36.3x25cm. each approx. \100,000

203 YOSHITOSHI: Party at Koshida mansion, from the same series 
as above, diptych, 1886--Good impressions and condition
35.6x24.5cm. each approx. \60,000

204 YOSHITOSHI: Kaidomaru (Kintaro) and Yamauba, from Ikkai 
zuihitsu (Essays by Yoshitoshi), 1861--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and stained, narrow margins
35.5x24cm.  \150,000

205 YOSHITOSHI: Kaoyo Gozen, from the same series as above, 
1861--Good impression and condition, slightly soiled, fold 
lines, narrow margins
36.8x24.6cm.  \100,000

206 YOSHITOSHI: The ghost of Okiku at Sarayashiki, from Shinkei 
sanjurokkaisen (The new forms of the thirty-six ghosts), 
1902--Good impression and condition, left margin slightly 
damaged, some margins narrow
35.5x24.5cm.  \70,000

207 YOSHITOSHI: Princess You, the daughter of Tokugawa's 
eleventh shogun, Ienari, from Kinsei jimbutsushi (Stories of 
modern figures), 1887--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled and stained
35.5x23.1cm.  \15,000

208 YOSHITOSHI: A major general's concubine, from the same 
series as above, 1887--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled and stained
36.8x25.3cm.  \20,000

209 YOSHITOSHI: Nishikori Takekiyo, from the same series as 
above, 1887--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled and stained, narrow margins
35.5x23.1cm.  \15,000

210 YOSHITOSHI: Hanai Ohana, from the same series as above, 
1887--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled 
and stained, trimmed
34.1x23.8cm.  \20,000

211 YOSHITOSHI: Muraoka, the senior servant of Konoe family, 
from the same series as above, 1887--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and stained
36.6x25.3cm.  \20,000

212 YOSHITOSHI: Wife of Kawase Sore, from the same series as 
above, 1888--Good impression, fair condition, slightly soiled 
and toned, fold lines, narrow margins
35.3x23.1cm.  \15,000

213 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Takao, from Tsuki hyakushi (One 
hundred aspects of the moon), 1885--Good impression and 
condition, backed
35.4x24.3cm.  \50,000

214 YOSHITOSHI: Joga hongetsu tsuki (Chang E flees to the 
moon), from the same series as above, 1885--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \70,000

215 YOSHITOSHI: Shijo noryo (Cooling off at Shijo), from the 
same series as above, 1885--Good impression and condition, 
trace of removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \100,000
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216 YOSHITOSHI: Ugo no sangetsu (Mountain moon after rain), 
from the same series as above, 1885--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \80,000

217 YOSHITOSHI: Minamoto no Tsunenobu, from the same series 
as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, right margin very slightly stained, trace of 
removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \40,000

218 YOSHITOSHI: Sugawara no Michizane, from the same series 
as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, right 
margin very slightly stained, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \50,000

219 YOSHITOSHI: Tsukiyo no kama (Iron cauldron and the moon 
at night), from the same series as above, 1886--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.7cm.  \30,000

220 YOSHITOSHI: Itsukushima Moon, Courtesan Muro, from the 
same series as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, 
very slightly soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

221 YOSHITOSHI: Chikubujima Moon, Tsunemasa, from the same 
series as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

222 YOSHITOSHI: Moon at Yamaki Mansion, from the same 
series as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, right margin very slightly stained, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

223 YOSHITOSHI: Kuruwa no tsuki (Moon of the pleasure 
quarters), from the same series as above, 1886--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \60,000

224 YOSHITOSHI: Haso no tsuki (Moon through a crumbling 
window), from the same series as above, 1886--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.7cm.  \80,000

225 YOSHITOSHI: Keimeizan no tsuki (Mount Ji Ming moon), 
Zi Fang, from the same series as above, 1886--Good 
impression and condition, right margin very slightly stained, 
trace of removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \80,000

226 YOSHITOSHI: Kitayama Moon, Toyohara Sumaki, from the 
same series as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, 
trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

227 YOSHITOSHI: Shinji no zangetsu (Dawn moon of the 
shinto rites), from the same series as above, 1886--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \90,000

228 YOSHITOSHI: Shinkan no tsuki (Moon's inner vision), Taira 
no Tomomune, from the same series as above, 1886--
Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \60,000

229 YOSHITOSHI: Mount Otowa moon, Bright God Tamura, 
Toyohara Sumaki, from the same series as above, 1886--
Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \30,000

230 YOSHITOSHI: Takakura moon, Hasebe Nobutsura, from the 
same series as above, 1886--Good impression and condition, 
trace of removed backing
35.5x23.8cm.  \50,000

231 YOSHITOSHI: Kaimami no tsuki (A glimpse of the moon), 
from the same series as above, 1886--Good impression and 
condition, backed
35.3x24.3cm.  \90,000

232 YOSHITOSHI: Shibaimachi no tsuki (Theater district moon), 
from the same series as above, 1886--Good impression, fair 
condition, very slightly soiled, offset stain, trace of removed 
backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \30,000

233 YOSHITOSHI: Shibaimachi no tsuki (Theater district moon), 
from the same series as above, 1886--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled
36.6x24.7cm.  \40,000

234 YOSHITOSHI: Yasurawade..., from the same series as above, 
c.1886--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, 
trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \80,000

235 YOSHITOSHI: Inamuragasaki no akebono no tsuki (Moon 
at dawn at Inamura Promontory), from the same series as 
above, 1886--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.9cm.  \90,000

236 YOSHITOSHI: Oboro zukiyo (Night of hazy moon), Kumasaka 
Chohan, from the same series as above, 1887--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.9cm.  \150,000

237 YOSHITOSHI: Moon of enemy's lair, from the same series as 
above, c.1887--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \70,000

238 YOSHITOSHI: Waisui no tsuki, Goshisho (Huai River moon, 
Wu Zixu), from the same series as above, 1887--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \60,000

239 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Hitotose, from the same series as 
above, 1887--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

240 YOSHITOSHI: Daro no tsuki (Moon and the helm of a boat), 
Taira no Kiyotsune, from the same series as above, c.1887--
Good impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.9x23.8cm.  \90,000

241 YOSHITOSHI: Gosechi no Myobu (Lady Gosechi), from the 
same series as above, 1887--Good impression and condition, 
trace of removed backing
35.6x23.7cm.  \60,000

242 YOSHITOSHI: Tobisuyama no gyogetsu (Moon at dawn at 
Mount Tobisu), Toba Hambei Shigeyuki, from the same 
series as above, 1887--Good impression and condition, trace 
of removed backing
35.9x23.8cm.  \90,000

243 YOSHITOSHI: Sumiyoshi no mangetsu (Sumiyoshi full moon), 
Lord Teika, from the same series as above, 1887--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
36x23.8cm.  \70,000

244 YOSHITOSHI: Wang Changling, from the same series as 
above, 1887--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.7cm.  \70,000

245 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Fukmi Jikyu, from the same series 
as above, 1887--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.7x23.8cm.  \70,000

246 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Gen'i, from the same series as above, 
1887--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, 
trace of removed backing
35.5x23.8cm.  \60,000

247 YOSHITOSHI: Dokusho no tsuki, Shiraku (Reading by the 
moon, Zi Luo), from the same series as above, 1888--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, offset stain, 
trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \40,000

248 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Abe no Nakamaro, from the same 
series as above, 1888--Good impression and condition, trace 
of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \50,000

249 YOSHITOSHI: Katada Bay moon, Saito Kuranosuke, from the 
same series as above, 1888--Good impression and condition, 
very slightly soiled, trace of removed backing
35.7x23.9cm.  \90,000
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250 YOSHITOSHI: Sesonji no tsuki, Hosho Yoshikata (Moon at 
Seson Temple, Captain Yoshitaka), from the same series as 
above, 1888--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, trace of removed backing
35.5x23.8cm.  \50,000

251 YOSHITOSHI: Joganden moon, Minamoto no Tsunemoto, 
from the same series as above, 1888--Good impression and 
condition, trace of removed backing
35.9x23.8cm.  \70,000

252 YOSHITOSHI: Tsuki no monogurui, Fumi hiroge (Lunacy, 
unrolling letters), from the same series as above, 1889--
Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trace of 
removed backing
35.6x23.7cm.  \80,000

253 YOSHITOSHI: Uchu no tsuki (Rainy moon), Kojima Takanori, 
from the same series as above, 1889--Good impression and 
condition, trace of removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \70,000

254 YOSHITOSHI: Mount Ashigara moon, Yoshimitsu, from the 
same series as above, 1889--Good impression and condition, 
trace of removed backing
35.8x23.9cm.  \60,000

255 YOSHITOSHI: Noon over Mount Miyaji, Fujiwara Moronaga, 
from the same series as above, 1889--Good impression 
and condition, right margin very slightly stained, trace of 
removed backing
35.6x23.8cm.  \70,000

256 YOSHITOSHI: Ishiyama moon, from the same series as above, 
1889--Good impression and condition, right margin very 
slightly stained, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \70,000

257 YOSHITOSHI: Akashi Gidayu, from the same series as above, 
1890--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiling 
and offset stain, trace of removed backing
36x23.8cm.  \70,000

258 YOSHITOSHI: Kinuta no tsuki (Cloth beating moon), Yugiri, 
from the same series as above, 1890--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and stained, trace of removed 
backing
35.8x23.9cm.  \50,000

259 YOSHITOSHI: Hitotsuya no tsuki (Moon of the lonely hut at 
Asajigahara), from the same series as above, 1890--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.9x23.7cm.  \120,000

260 YOSHITOSHI: Poem by Taira no Tadanori, from the same 
series as above, 1890--Good impression and condition, very 
slightly soiled, right margin very slightly stained, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \50,000

261 YOSHITOSHI: Tanoshii wa..., from the same series as above, 
1890--Good impression and condition, right margin very 
slightly stained, trace of removed backing
35.5x23.8cm.  \50,000

262 YOSHITOSHI: Moon at Hanayama Tample, from the same 
series as above, 1890--Good impression and condition, very 
slight offset stain, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \40,000

263 YOSHITOSHI: Seppu no gyogetsu (Dawn moon and trembling 
snow), Kobayashi Heihachiro, from the same series as above, 
1889--Good impression and condition, trace of removed 
backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \90,000

264 YOSHITOSHI: Chofu Village moon, from the same series 
as above, 1891--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.8cm.  \50,000

265 YOSHITOSHI: Okina (Old man), from the same series as 
above, 1891--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.7x23.8cm.  \50,000

266 YOSHITOSHI: Moon at Sagano, from the same series as 
above, 1891--Good impression and condition, trace of 
removed backing
35.8x23.7cm.  \70,000

267 YOSHITOSHI: Obasute no tsuki (Moon and the abandoned 
old woman), from the same series as above, 1891--Good 
impression and condition, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.6cm.  \50,000

268 YOSHITOSHI: Musashino no tsuki (Musashi Plain moon), 
from the same series as above, 1891--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled, trace of removed backing
35.8x23.6cm.  \300,000

269 YOSHITOSHI: An uncut sheet from Tokyo kaika kyoga 
meisho (Comic pictures of famous places of civilized 
Tokyo), illustrating Sumo fans at Ekoin Temple, Ryogoku, 
and Coward depraved monk at Yanagihara, 1881--Fine 
impression and condition
36.9x24.6cm.  \25,000

270 YOSHITOSHI: An uncut sheet from the same series as above, 
illustrating Fox at Mimeguri Shrine, Horse racing at Yasukuni 
Shrine, 1881--Fine impression and condition
37.2x24.6cm.  \25,000

271 YOSHITOSHI: An uncut sheet from the same series as 
above, illustrating Geisha viewing fireworks at Ryogoku, 
and Drunker at Naito Shinjuku, 1881--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly stained, narrow margins
35x23.6cm.  \20,000

272 NOBUKAZU: Portrait of loyal family, triptych, 1902--Good 
impressions and condition, center panel very slightly stained
37.8x25.7cm. each approx. \40,000

273 SADANOBU: Emperor arrives at the port of Kobe at the 
occasion of his trip to Kansai and Shikoku Region, 1875--
Good impression and condition
16.6x36.7cm.  \40,000

274 KIYOCHIKA: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--
Good impressions and condition
37.2x25cm. each approx. \26,000

275 KIYOCHIKA: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1895--
Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.7x23.2cm. each approx. \23,000

276 KIYOCHIKA: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--
Good impressions and condition, slightly stained and toned, 
slight damage on top repaired
37x25.3cm. each approx. \25,000

277 GINKO: Story of Kim Ok-gyun, triptych, 1894--Good 
impressions and condition, margins very slightly stained
37.6x25.3cm.  \28,000

278 KOKUNIMASA: A scene of Shino-Japanese war, triptych, 
1894--Good impressions and condition, faint centerfold
37x25.2cm. each approx. \25,000

279 KOKUNIMASA: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--
Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
37x245cm. each approx. \25,000

280 TOSHIHIDE: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--
Good impressions and condition, very slightly soiled and 
toned, faint centerfold
37.4x25.5cm. each approx. \16,000

281 KOKUNIMASA: A scene of Shino-Japanese war, triptych, 
1894--Good impressions and condition, faint centerfold
37.2x25.2cm. each approx. \18,000

282 ORIN: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly soiled
37x25cm. each approx. \16,000

283 UNSIGNED: A scene of Sino-Japan war, triptych, 1894--
Good impressions and condition, faint centerfold
36.8x25cm. each approx. \18,000

284 UNSIGNED: A scene of Japan-Russo war, triptych, 1904--
Good impressions and condition
36.3x24.4cm. each approx. \15,000

285 KITAO MASAYOSHI:  Act VII of the play Kanadehon 
Chushingura, c.1790--Good impression and condition, 
slightly faded, soiled, and worn
31.4x43.4cm.  \300,000

286 TOYOKUNI: A scene of the kabuki performance Kanadehon 
Chushingura, two sheets out of triptych, 1830--Good 
impressions and condition
38.7x26cm. each approx. \70,000
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287 SADAFUSA: Chushingura mitate ningyo (Parody doll of 
Chushingura), c.1848--Good impression and condition, 
slightly stained, toned, and worn
37.2x24.8cm.  \150,000

288 TOYOKUNI III: Seichu Oboshi ichidai banashi (Story of the 
loyal retainer Oboshi Yuranosuke), 35 sheets, complete, 
with a table of contents, bound as an accordion-type album, 
c.1848--Good impressions and condition, very slightly 
soiled, binding holes repaired, small ink inscription of 
numbers on lower right corner
36.3x25cm. each approx. \650,000

289 KUNICHIKA: A scene of the kabuki performance, Kanadehon 
Chushingura, triptych, 1885--Good impressions and 
condition, very slightly stained
35.5x23.6cm. each approx. \22,000

290 KUNIAKI: Kanadehon Chushingura, twelve sheets, complete, 
1858--Good impressions and condition, some sheets slightly 
soiled, some minor wormholes
25.5x36.5cm. each approx. \80,000

291 KIYOTSUNE: Portrait of the actor Otani Oniji II in the role 
of Asahina, holding a kite, c.1760--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled, faint centerfold
31x14cm.  \150,000

292 SHUN'EI: Portrait of actor Ichikawa Danjuro V, c.1789--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, a few minute 
wormholes repaired
30.5x13.8cm.  \100,000

293 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of actor Ichikawa Tomozo and Ichikawa 
Danzo, 1800--Good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, slight corner damage and binding holes repaired
33.5x22.4cm.  \350,000

294 TOYOKUNI: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 1800-
-Good impressions and condition, a few minor wormholes 
repaired, left panel slightly soiled
36.6x25cm. each approx. \100,000

295 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of actor Arashi HInasuke and Asashi 
Sampachi, 1800--Good impression and condition, slightly 
toned, a few minute wormholes repaired
37.9x26cm.  \500,000

296 TOYOKUNI: Portraits of the actor Sawamura Sojuro III, in the 
role of Ume no Yuhei, and Segawa Kikunojo III in the role 
of Chokichi, rice seller's servant, two sheets, 1796--Good 
impressions and condition, very slightly stained
38.5x26cm. each approx. \600,000

297 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Onoe Shoroku, c.1803--
Good impression and condition
36.5x25cm.  \50,000

298 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Omezo, c.1803-
-Good impression and condition, a few minor wormholes 
repaired, faint centerfold
35.1x25cm.  \50,000

299 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Bando Mitsugoro in the 
role of Soga no Manko gozen, 1805--Good impression 
and condition, very slightly soiled and toned, a few minute 
wormholes and minor tear on lower left repaired
37.9x25cm.  \25,000

300 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Segawa Roko IV in the 
role of the servant Chokichi, 1810--Good impression and 
condition, slightly soiled, some minor wormholes repaired, 
lightly backed
37.7x25.7cm.  \25,000

301 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Bando Mitsugoro III in 
the role of Takahashi Yajuro, 1810--Good impression and 
condition, a few minute minor wormholes and binding holes 
repaired
39x26.3cm.  \35,000

302 TOYOKUNI: Portrait of the actor Onoe Matsusuke II in the 
role of Saisaburo, 1811--Good impression and condition, a 
few minor wormholes and binding holes repaired
39x26cm.  \28,000

303 TOYOKUNI: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 1811-
-Good impressions and condition, very slightly stained, some 
minor wormholes repaired
38.5x26.9cm. each approx. \85,000

304 KUNISADA: Uchiwa-e (fan print) of a portrait of the actor 
Nakamura Shikan, 1818--Good impression and condition, 
slightly soiled, binding holes repaired
23.6x26.9cm.  \120,000

305 KUNISADA: A scene of a kabuki performance with the goblin 
cat of Okazaki, triptych, c.1830--Good impressions and 
condition, slightly soiled and stained, some minor wormholes 
repaired
38.5x26cm. each approx. \280,000

306 YOSHIIKU: Portrait of the actor Bando Mitsugoro in the 
role of Arajishi Otokonosuke, from Haiyu shashin kagami 
(Photography of actors), 1870--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled and worn, a few minute 
wormholes, unevenly trimmed
35x22.8cm.  \100,000

307 YOSHIIKU: Portrait of the actor Onoe Kikugoro in the role 
of Niki Danjo, from the same series as above, 1870--Good 
impression and condition, slightly soiled, toned, and worn
36.5x24.2cm.  \80,000

308 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1870--Good impressions and condition
37x25cm. each approx. \40,000

309 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Sadanji standing 
before waterfall, from a parody Suikoden series, 1875--Good 
impression, fine condition except a tiny wormhole and a tiny 
stain
37.5x25.5cm.  \50,000

310 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Nakamura Shikan standing 
before waterfall, from the same series as above, 1875--Good 
impression, fine condition except a tiny wormhole
36.9x25.4cm.  \50,000

311 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Bando Hikosaburo standing 
before waterfall, from the same series as above, 1875--Good 
impression, fine condition
37x25.3cm.  \50,000

312 KUNICHIKA: Azuma no hana Kunichika manga (Sketches by 
Kunichika, the flower of the east), eight sheets out of ten, 
1872--Fine impressions, good condition, very slightly soiled, 
very slight damage along edges, one sheet slightly stained
37.5x25.3cm. each approx. \350,000

313 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Danjuro standing 
before an imaginary waterfall of Mount Kurohime, 1875--
Good impression, fine condition except a tiny wormhole
37x25.2cm.  \40,000

314 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Danjuro standing 
before an imaginary Fudo Waterfall, 1875--Good impression, 
fine condition except a tiny wormhole
36.9x25.3cm.  \40,000

315 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Sawamura Tosho standing 
before an imaginary waterfall of Hakone, 1875--Good 
impression, fine condition except a tiny wormhole
37x25.4cm.  \40,000

316 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Onoe Kikugoro standing 
before an imaginary waterfall of Hakone, 1875--Good 
impression, fine condition except a tiny wormhole
36.5x25.2cm.  \50,000

317 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1889--Good impressions and condition, very slightly soiled, 
faint centerfold
36.7x24.5cm. each approx. \24,000

318 TANKEI: View of Chitose Theater, triptych, 1884--Good 
impressions and condition, slight offset stain on right panel
35.7x23.7cm. each approx. \60,000

319 TOYONARI: Profile of the actor Kataoka Nizaemon in the role 
of Kakiemon, 1920--Fine impression, good condition, toned
41.5x28.5cm.  \60,000

320 TOYONARI: Portrait of the actor Sawamura Sonosuke in the 
role of Umegawa, from Rien no hana (Flower of theaters), 
background printed with mica, 1921--Fine impression, good 
condition, very slightly toned
41.7x28.5cm.  \100,000

321 TOYONARI: A bust portrait of the actor Morita Kan'ya, in 
the role of Jean Valjean, first state with blue details on the 
hand, 1921--Fine impression, good condition, very slightly 
toned
42x28.6cm.  \330,000
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322 SHUNSEN: Portrait of the actor Nakamura Tomijuro IV, in 
the role of Hago no Kamuro, 1952--Good impression, fine 
condition
40x27cm.  \40,000

323 YOSHIDA HIROSHI: Hayase, sighed in brush and in pencil, 
with jizuri seal, 1933--Good impression and condition, 
slightly faded, left margin slightly worn and with ink 
inscription
26.6x40cm.  \200,000

324 KAWASE HASUI: Zaimoku Island, Matsushima, 1933--Fine 
impression, good condition, tape stain on top
38.5x26cm.  \200,000

325 KAWASE HASUI: Jogakura, Mount Hakkoda, 1935--Fine 
impression, good condition, very slightly faded, slightly 
toned
39x25.9cm.  \280,000

326 ITO SHINSUI: Evening at Tama Riverside, 1948--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled
22.1x32.4cm.  \400,000

327 after KYOSAI: Heron in rain--Good impression and condition
38.5x26cm.  \50,000

328 Sangoku meotoishi: Utagawa Kunisada, illustrator, three 
vols., complete, 1828, original covers and title slips, tear on 
title slip and cover of vol. 1
24.9x17cm. each approx. \380,000

329 Edo meisho zue (Famous places of Edo): Saito Gesshin, 
author, Hasegawa Settan, illustrator,1834-1836, 20 vols. 
complete, some volumes very slightly stained, soiled, and/or 
with worming
25.8x18cm. each \300,000

330 Denshinkaishu Hokusai ringa, vol. 1: Katsushika Hokusai, 
illustrator, Edo Period, original covers and title slip, good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled and worn, 
collector's seal  \38,000

331 Ehon musashi abumi (Picture book, stirrups of braves): 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, 1836, original covers and 
title slip  \160,000

332 Denshinkaishu Hokusai ringa, vol. 1: Katsushika Hokusai, 
illustrator, Edo Period, original covers and title slip, good 
impression and condition, some pages painted, front cover 
slightly damaged  \58,000

333 Denshin kaishu Hokusai gaen, Vol. 1: Katsushika Hokusai, 
illustrator, 1843, original covers and title slip  \68,000

334 Denshin kaishu Hokusai gaen, Vol. 1: Katsushika Hokusai, 
illustrator, Edo Period, original covers and title slip, covers 
and title slip slightly damaged
  \38,000

335 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 4: 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original covers 
and title slip, good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, stained, and damaged, ink inscription on back cover
  \70,000

336 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 5: 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original covers 
and title slip, good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled and stained, a few minute wormholes  \65,000

337 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 6: 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original covers 
and title slip, good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled, slight corner damage on some corners, ink inscription 
on title slip  \70,000

338 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 7: 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original covers 
and title slip, good impression and condition, very slightly 
soiled and stained, a few minute wormholes, covers slightly 
damaged and with scribbles  \45,000

339 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 
9: Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original 
covers and title slip, good impression and condition, slightly 
stained, very slight ink soiling, front cover slightly damaged 
and soiled, minor wormholes toward end, back cover with ink 
inscription  \70,000

340 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 9: 
Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original covers 
and title slip, good impression and condition, slightly soiled, 
small ink inscription on title slip  \70,000

341 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 
11: Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original 
covers and title slip, good impression and condition, slightly 
soiled, some worming  \65,000

342 Denshin kaishu Hokusai manga (Hokusai sketchbook), Vol. 
12: Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, Edo Period, original 
covers and title slip, good impression and condition, some 
ink soiling, very slightly stained, some corner damage
  \70,000

343 Fugaku hyakkei (One hundred views of Mount Fuji), Vol. 
3: Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, late edition, 1875, good 
impression and condition  \60,000

344 Fugaku hyakkei (One hundred views of Mount Fuji): 3 vols., 
complete, Katsushika Hokusai, illustrator, late edition, 1877, 
some pinhole worming on vol. 3  \150,000

345 Tokaido fukei zue (Pictures of views of Tokaido): Hiroshige, 
illustrator, two vols., complete, 1851, altered title slips, very 
slightly soiled, vol. 2 stained and damaged toward end
18.3x12.2cm. each approx. \160,000

346 Ehon Edo miyage (Picture book, Souvenirs of Edo), Vol. 1: 
Utagawa Hiroshige, illustrator, altered title slip, very slightly 
soiled, covers slightly worn, back cover with ink inscription
18x12cm.  \40,000

347 Ehon Edo miyage (Picture book, Souvenirs of Edo), Vol. 2: 
Utagawa Hiroshige, illustrator, first state with title slip titled 
Minami (South), very slightly stained, some minor wormholes, 
title slip damaged
18.1x12cm.  \70,000

348 Ehon Edo miyage (Picture book, Souvenirs of Edo), Vol. 
3: Utagawa Hiroshige, illustrator, title slip inscribed Nishi 
(West), original covers, covers with ink inscription, some 
minor wormholes
18.1x12.1cm.  \45,000

349 Ehon Edo miyage (Picture book, Souvenirs of Edo), Vol. 5: 
Utagawa Hiroshige, illustrator, original title slip, very slightly 
stained, some minor wormholes
18.1x12cm.  \60,000

350 Ehon Edo miyage (Picture book, Souvenirs of Edo), Vol. 6: 
Utagawa Hiroshige, illustrator, altered title slip, slight ink 
soiling, covers worn, title slip torn
17.8x11.9cm.  \45,000

351 Kairiku dochu gafu (Picture album of travel of inland sea): 
Hashimoto Sadahide, illustrator, 1864, very slightly soiled, s 
few minor wormholes repaired
18.2x12.2cm.  \60,000

352 Kyosai rakuga (Kyosai sketchbook), Vol. 1: Kawanabe Toiku 
(Kyosai), illustrator, 17 plates, bound as accordion-type 
album, good impressions and condition, some pages slightly 
creased, 1881  \38,000

353 Keinen kacho gafu (Album of birds and flowers by Keinen): 
Imao Keinen, illustrator, Nishimura Sozaemon, publisher, 
four vols., complete, first edition, 1891, in case, very slightly 
soiled, a few minor stains, covers slightly soiled and worn
37x25.5cm. each approx. \450,000

354 Seitei kacho gafu (Album of birds and flowers by Seitei), Vol. 
2: Watanabe Seitei, illustrator, 1890, good impression and 
condition  \45,000
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373 KUNICHIKA / HIROSHIGE II: Portrait of an actor in the role 
of Hayano Kampei, Totsuka, from the same series as above, 
1867--Good impression and condition, very slightly stained 
and toned
35.5x24cm.  \15,000

374 KUNICHIKA: Eitai Kihan (Returning sail at Eitai Bridge), from 
Edo hakkei (Eight views of Edo), 1867--Good impression 
and condition, slightly trimmed
33.9x23.5cm.  \13,000

375 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Sawamura Tanosuke, 
from Tosei gomeijin (Five masters of the day), 1864--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled, trimmed, light 
backing with very slight stain
34.5x23.3cm.  \58,000

376 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Mimasu (Danjuro), 
from the same series as above, 1864--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly soiled, trimmed, light backing with 
ink inscription
34.2x23.5cm.  \45,000

377 KUNICHIKA: A scene of the kabuki performance Yotsuya 
Kaidan, triptych, 1874--Good impressions and condition, 
very slightly soiled, lightly backed
35.5x23.8cm. each approx. \16,000

378 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.7cm. each approx. \20,000

379 KUNIMASA IV: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.4x23.8cm. each approx. \18,000

380 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition, slight offset stain, 
lightly backed
35.4x23.5cm. each approx. \15,000

381 KUNIMASA IV: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.8cm. each approx. \18,000

382 KUNICHIKA: Portrait of actors as three famous courtesans, 
triptych, 1884--Good impressions and condition, slight 
offset stains, lightly backed
35.5x23.6cm. each approx. \16,000

383 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1884--Good impressions and condition, very slightly toned, 
slight offset stains, lightly backed
35.7x23.8cm. each approx. \16,000

384 CHIKANOBU: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed, cul 
along one edge
35.5x23.5cm. each approx. \16,000

385 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.7cm. each approx. \18,000

386 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.5cm. each approx. \15,000

387 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.8c. each approx. \20,000

388 CHIKANOBU: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed, cut 
along one edge
35.5x24cm. each approx. \20,000

389 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1885--Good impressions and condition, very slightly soiled 
and stained, lightly backed
35.5x24cm. each approx. \20,000

390 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1886--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed, cut 
along one edge
35.5x23.7cm. each approx. \15,000

391 KUNICHIKA: Ranking list of actors' salaries, triptych, c.1885-
-Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.6x23.8cm. each approx. \16,000

Part II
355 TOYOKUNI: Seven famous roles of the actor Iwai Hanshiro, 

two sheets out of seven, c.1818--Good impressions and 
condition, very slightly soiled and stained, fold lines along 
edges
38.1x26cm. each approx. \50,000

356 KUNISADA: Portrait of the actor Ichikawa Uzaemon II in the 
role of Water vendor, from Haiyu mitate natsu shonin (Actor 
parodies of merchants in summer), c.1830--Good impression 
and condition, slightly soiled, wormholes repaired
36.5x25cm.  \30,000

357 KUNISADA: Portrait of the actor Iwai Matsunosuke in the 
role of Kaidomaru, c.1824--Good impression and condition, 
slightly soiled, a few minor wormholes repaired
37.6x25cm.  \40,000

358 TOYOKUNI III: Nishi no kawara, between Odawara and 
Hakone, from Takaido gojusan tsugi no uchi (the Fifty-
three stations of the Tokaido), 1852--Good impression and 
condition, very slightly stained, 
35.4x25.4cm.  \14,000

359 TOYOKUNI III: Hakone, from the same series as above, 1852-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly toned
36.9x25.7cm.  \20,000

360 TOYOKUNI III: Hakone II, from the same series as above, 
1852--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled
36.2x24cm.  \16,000

361 TOYOKUNI III: Mishima, from the same series as above, 1852-
-Good impression and condition
36.5x25.2cm.  \20,000

362 TOYOKUNI III: Yoshiwara, from the same series as above, 
1852--Good impression and condition, very slightly stained 
along left edge
36.7x25.2cm.  \16,000

363 TOYOKUNI III: Satta Pass, between Yui and Okitsu, from the 
same series as above, 1852--Good impression and condition, 
very slightly stained along right edge, a few pinhole worming
36.5x25cm.  \16,000

364 TOYOKUNI III: Yokkaichi, from the same series as above, 
1852--Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, a 
minor tear along right edge
36x24.5cm.  \16,000

365 TOYOKUNI III: Shono, from the same series as above, 1852--
Good impression and condition
36x25cm.  \18,000

366 TOYOKUNI III: Suzuka Pass, between Sakanoshita and 
Tsuchiyama, from the same series as above, 1852--Good 
impression and condition, slightly faded and toned, a pinhole 
worming
36.6x25.6cm.  \14,000

367 TOYOKUNI III: Suzuka Pass, between Sakanoshita and 
Tsuchiyama, from the same series as above, 1852--Good 
impression and condition, very slightly soiled and stained, a 
minute wormhole
36x25.4cm.  \18,000

368 TOYOKUNI III: Tsuchiyama, from the same series as above, 
1852--Good impression and condition
36.5x25cm.  \16,000

369 TOYOKUNI III: Ishibe, from the same series as above, 1852-
-Good impression and condition, very slightly soiled, a few 
minute wormholes repaired
37.8x25.5cm.  \15,000

370 TOYOKUNI III: Kyo (Kyoto), from the same series as above, 
1852--Good impression and condition, slightly soiled and 
stained
36x25cm.  \12,000

371 TOYOKUNI III: Kyo, from the same series as above, 1852--
Good impression and condition, slightly soiled
36x25cm.  \14,000

372 KUNICHIKA / HIROSHIGE II: Portrait of an actor in the role 
of Shiraito, Arai, from Tomaido hitome senryo, 1867--Good 
impression and condition
35.8x23.8cm.  \15,000
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412 Eimei hyakuyu den (One hundred famous heroes): Hashimoto 
Sadahide, illustrator, introduction dated 1863, original 
covers and title slips, some minor wormholes, vol. 2 title slip 
missing, vol. 3 scribbles
18x12cm. each approx. \60,000

413 Genkon eimei hyakushu (One hundred poems by famous 
people of the day): Sensai Eitaku, illustrator, one vol., 
complete, 1880, original covers and title slip, very slightly 
soiled, covers very slightly worn, title slip damaged
18.2x12.2cm.  \12,000

414 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 3: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and after 
Sesshu, Kiyomitsu, Utamaro and others, 1891, very slightly 
soiled
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

415 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 4: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and after 
Kiyonobu, Kano Tsunenobu, Hokusai and others, 1891, very 
slightly soiled
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

416 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 5: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and Jakuchu, 
and others, 1891, very slightly stained
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

417 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 6: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and after 
Sesshu and others, 1891, very slightly soiled
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

418 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 7: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and after 
Kano Eitoku, Hokusai, Zeshin and others, 1891, very slightly 
soiled and stained
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

419 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 8: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and Zeshin, 
and others, 1891, very slightly soiled and stained
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

420 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 9: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and Sesshu, 
Okumura Masanobu, and others, 1891, very slightly soiled 
and stained--
23.8x15.3cm.  \18,000

421 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 10: Watanabe Seitei, ed., with 
woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and after 
Eizan, Hokusai, Sesshu and others, 1891, very slightly soiled
23.8x15.3cm.  \16,000

422 Bijutsu sekai (Art world), vol. 10: Watanabe Seitei, ed., 
with woodblock illustration by contemporary artists and 
after Eizan, Hokusai, Sesshu and others, 1891, very slightly 
soiled, some pinhole worming
24x15.3cm.  \16,000

423 Daitsu sekai: Kodo Tokuchi, author, Kitao Masanobu, 
Katsushika Hokusai, et. al, illustrator, three vols., complete, 
1891, reproduction of kibyoshi book with additional comic 
caption, very slightly soiled
24x15.3cm.  \38,000

424 Hanzan gafu (picture book by Hanzan): Matsukawa Hanzan, 
illustrator, 1894, one volume
  \7,000

425 Ginko manga (Ginko sketchbook): Adachi Ginko, illustrator, 
one vol., complete, 1902, original covers and title slip, some 
leaves split
  \18,000

426 Kenen shugajo (Model of drawings by Keinen): Imao Keinen, 
illustrator, seven vols., complete, each contains twelve 
woodblock prints, bound as accordion-type album, with case, 
some pages slightly toned, some minor stains, a minor tear 
on vol. 2
24.1x16.3cm.  \35,000

427 After HARUNOBU: Zashiki hakkei (Eight interior views): 
hand-printed woodcut reproduction, eight sheets, complete, 
published by Adachi, original size, matted, with folder, one 
sheet slightly stained and missing mat
  \30,000

392 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1886--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.6x23.8cm. each approx. \12,000

393 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1886--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.7cm. each approx. \16,000

394 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1886--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.7cm. each approx. \15,000

395 KUNICHIKA: A scene of a kabuki performance, triptych, 
1886--Good impressions and condition, lightly backed
35.5x23.8cm. each approx. \24,000

396 YOSHITOSHI: Scene of the Satsuma rebellion, triptych, 
1877--Good impressions, fair condition, slightly soiled and 
damaged, lightly backed, centerfold
35.1x23.8cm. each approx. \15,000

397 CHIKANOBU: A scene of the Satsuma rebellion, triptych, 
1877--Good impressions and condition, slightly soiled, 
toned, and damaged, backed
36.5x24.5cm. each approx. \15,000

398 KUNIMASA IV: Portrait of Emperor Jimmu, 1882--Good 
impression and condition, backed
34.8x23.8cm.  \10,000

399 KUNIMASA IV: Portrait of Meiji Emperor, 1882--Good 
impression and condition, slightly soiled, backed

34.8x23.8cm.  \8,000

400 YAMANAKA KODO: Jingu no shin'en (Jingu Shrine), 1937--
Good impression and condition, very slightly toned
26.8x38.7cm.  \10,000

401 UNSIGNED: Nihonbashi-minami, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional 
map of Edo), 1857--Good impression and condition, some 
wormholes
49.5x52.7cm.  \12,000

402 UNSIGNED: Komagome, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional map of 
Edo), 1857--Good impression and condition, nsome minor 
wormholes
49.2x53.3cm.  \12,000

403 UNSIGNED: Kohinata, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional map 
of Edo), 1852--Good impression and condition, some 
wormholes
35.5x73cm.  \10,000

404 UNSIGNED: Asakusa Okuramae, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional 
map of Edo), 1853--Good impression and condition, some 
minor wormholes
50x54cm.  \12,000

405 UNSIGNED: Naito Shinjuku and Sendagaya, from Edo kirie-
zu (Sectional map of Edo), 1862--Good impression and 
condition, wormholes
49x53cm.  \8,000

406 UNSIGNED: Akasaka, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional map of 
Edo), 1857--Good impression and condition, some minor 
wormholes
50x53.4cm.  \12,000

407 UNSIGNED: Kanda Hamacho, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional 
map of Edo), 1859--Good impression and condition, some 
minor wormholes
64.5x71.5cm.  \12,000

408 UNSIGNED: Shiba and Takanawa, from Edo kirie-zu (Sectional 
map of Edo), 1861--Good impression and condition, a few 
minor wormholes
36.5x71cm.  \12,000

409 UNSIGNED: Negishi, Yana, Nippori, from Edo kirie-
zu (Sectional map of Edo), 1861--Good impression and 
condition, some wormholes
49.3x52.5cm.  \12,000

410 Kyochuzan: Kameda Hosai, illustrator, 1 vol. complete, 
1816, slightly toned, colophon damaged
27.3x18.1cm.  \65,000

411 Sumo kiken (Record of sumo match): Mikawaya Kichiemon, 
author, ten volumes, complete, published by Yamamotoya 
Heikichi and Tsutaya Kichizo, 1842-55, slightly soiled and 
worn, some worming
25.7x18.1cm. each \150,000
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441 After HOKUSAI: Fugaku sanjurokkei (Thirty-six views of 
Mount Fuji): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, forty-six 
sheets, complete, published by Oedo mokuhansha, original 
size, matted, each with description, with case, nine sheets 
stained
  \150,000

442 After HOKUSAI: Ehon Sumidagawa ryogan ichiran (Picture 
book, banks of Sumida River at a glance): illustrator, hand-
printed woodcut reproduction, three vols., complete, 
published by Fuzoku emaki zuga kankokai, 1917, with case, 
slightly toned
30.4x21.3cm. each \55,000

443 After HOKUSAI: Bosuton bijutukanban Hokusai kyoka ehon 
(Hokusai illulstrated boooks in Museum of Fine Arts Boston): 
hand-printed woodcut reproduction, comprising Ehon azuma 
asobi(One vol.), Toto shokei ichiran (Two vols)., Sumidagawa 
ryogan ichiran (Three vols.), 6 vols, complete, published by 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, printed by Adachi, original 
size, with description by Nagata Seiji, with case and wood 
box
  \95,000

444 After HIROSHIGE: Toto meisho / Famous places of the eastern 
capital: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, ten sheets, 
complete, published by Adachi, original size, matted, with 
Japanese and English description, with case
  \40,000

445 After HIROSHIGE: Toto meisho / Famous places of the eastern 
capital: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, ten sheets, 
complete, published by Adachi, original size, matted, with 
Japanese and English description, with case, two sheets 
without mat, one sheet stained
  \35,000

446 After HIROSHIGE: Shiba hakkei / Eight views of Shiba in the 
eastern capital: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, eight 
sheets, complete, published by Adachi, 1971, original size, 
matted, with Japanese and English description, with case
  \35,000

447 After HIROSHIGE: Uo zukushi (Collection of fish): hand-
printed woodcut reproduction, twenty sheets, complete, 
published by Yuyudo, original size, matted, with case and 
description in Japanese, description slightly stained
  \70,000

448 After HIROSHIGE: Toto hakkei / Eight views of the eastern 
capital: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, eight sheets, 
complete, published by Adachi, 1971, original size, matted, 
with case
  \36,000

449 After HIROSHIGE: Edo kinko hakkei / Eight views of the 
environs of Edo: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, eight 
sheets, complete, published by Adachi, original size, matted, 
with case
  \36,000

450 After HIROSHIGE: Tokaido gojusan tsugi (the Fifty-three 
stations of the Tokaido), hand-printed woodcut reproduction 
fifty-five sheets, complete, published by Takamizawa, original 
size, matted, with Japanese/English description and case
  \150,000

451 After HIROSHIGE: Tokaido gojusan eki gashu (Album of the 
fifty-three stations of the Tokaido): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, fifty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Bijutsusha, 18x26cm. each approx., matted, with description 
in Japanese
  \40,000

452 After HIROSHIGE: Tokaido gojusan eki gashu (Album of the 
fifty-three stations of the Tokaido): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, fifty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Bijutsusha, 18x26cm. each approx., matted, with description 
in Japanese
  \45,000

453 After HIROSHIGE: Tokaido gojusan eki gashu (Album of the 
fifty-three stations of the Tokaido): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, fifty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Bijutsusha, 18x26cm. each approx., matted, with description 
in Japanese
  \45,000

428 After SHUNSHO / SHIGEMASA: Ehon takara no ito (Tread of 
treasures): hand-printed woodcut reproduction illustrating 
twelve scenes of sericulture, 1 vol., complete, published by 
Fuzoku emaki zuga kankokai
30.5x21.2cm.  \10,000

429 After SHUNSHO / SHIGEMASA: Seiro bijin awase kagami (A 
mirror of beauties of Yoshiwara): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, 3 vols., complete, published by Fozoku emaki 
zuga kankokai
30.2x21.1cm. each \55,000

430 After MASANOBU: Yoshiwara keisei shin bijin awase jihitsu 
kagami (Shin-Yoshiwara courtesans with their calligraphy): 
hand-printed woodcut reproduction, seven images bound as 
an accodion-type album, published by Fuzoku emaki zuga 
kankokai, 1916, 39.3x51.1cm., a few spot stains, 1916
  \38,000

431 After SHARAKU: Toshusai Sharaku zenshu (Complete works of 
Toshusai Sharaku): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, four 
vols., 144 sheets including 18 offsets, complete, published 
by Adachi, original size, matted After
  \600,000

432 After SHARAKU: Toshusan sharaku zenshu (Complete works 
by Toshusai Sharaku), Vol. 2: fifteen hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction and seventeen photographic copies, published 
by Adachi, 1935, original size, matted, with table of contents 
in English, with case
  \60,000

433 After SHARAKU: Toshusai Sharaku zenshu (Complete 
works of Toshusai Sharaku), vol. 1: hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, forty sheets, complete, published by Adachi, 
original size, matted, with table ofcontents in English, with 
case
  \180,000

434 After UTAMARO: Seiro junitoki / Twelve hours in the green 
houses: after Utamaro, hand-printed woodcut reproduction, 
twelve sheets, complete, published by Adachi, original size, 
matted, with Japanese and English description, with case, 
one sheet without mat
  \45,000

435 After UTAMARO: Hokkoku goshiki zumi / Five types of 
contemporary women in Yoshiwara: hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, five sheets, complete, published by Adachi, 
original size, matted, with Japanese / English description, 
with case
  \20,000

436 After UTAMARO: Hokkoku goshiki zumi / Five types of 
contemporary women in Yoshiwara: hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, five sheets, complete, published by Adachi, 
1968, original size, matted, with Japanese / English 
description, with case, one sheet missing mat
  \18,000

437 After UTAMARO:  Utamaro meigashu  (Col lection of 
masterpieces by Utamaro), Vol. 1 - 3: hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, 24 sheets, complete, published by Sakai 
Kokodo, matted, with case, some stained

  \100,000

438 After UTAMARO: Momo Chidori (One-hundred plovers): after 
Utamaro, hand-printed woodcut reproduction, fifteen sheets, 
complete, published by Adachi, original size, matted, with 
case, limited edition of 400s
  \60,000

439 After HOKUSAI: Hokusai Fugaku sanjurokkei (Thirty-six 
views of Mount Fuji by Hokusai): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, forty-six sheets, complete, published by 
Yuyudo, 22x32cm. each approx., matted, with description in 
Japanese, with case
  \70,000

440 After HOKUSAI: Fugaku sanjurokkei (Thirty-six views of 
Mount Fuji): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, forty-six 
sheets, complete, published by Yamada Shoin, original size, 
matted, with description in Japanese, with case--
  \150,000
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466 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Ukiyo-e hanga senshu / Selected 
masterpieces of ukiyo-e prints: hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, twenty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Adachi, 1955, original size, matted, with Japanese/ English 
descriptions and case, some description stained
  \85,000

467 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Kokon meika shugajo (Instruction of 
drawing by famous artists of present and past): hand-printed 
woodcut reproduction, two vols., complete, 1919, very 
slightly stained, covers slightly damaged
25.4x17.5cm. each \20,000

468 After KIYOCHIKA: Kisaragi (Second month), from Tokyo 
meisho shinkei no uchi (True views of famous places of 
Tokyo): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, triptych, 
published by Adachi, original size, with cloth folder
  \15,000

469 After KIYOCHIKA: Tokyo meisho zue (Pictures of famous places 
of Tokyo): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, sixteen 
sheets, complete, published by Tanseisha, 28.5x41.5cm. 
each approx., matted, with description in Japanese, with case
  \60,000

470 After TAKAHASHI YUICHI: Kindai Yamagataken no akebono 
(Dawn of modern Yamagata prefecture): hand-printed 
woodcut reproduction, twenty-four sheets, complete, 
published by Tanseisha, 34.5x44.5cm. each approx., matted, 
with description in Japanese, with case
  \70,000

454 After HIROSHIGE: Tokaido gojusan eki gashu (Album of the 
fifty-three stations of the Tokaido): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, fifty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Ukiyo-e hanga kenkyujo, 22.1x33.6cm. each approx., 
matted, with description in Japanese, one sheet slightly 
stained
  \70,000

455 After HIROSHIGE: Ando Hiroshige ga, Fukei hanga meisakushu 
/ Selected masterpieces of landscape prints by Ando Hiroshige: 
hand-printed woodcut reproduction, ten sheets, complete, 
published by Adachi, distributed by Cultural property 
association, original size, matted, with case
  \40,000

456 After HIROSHIGE / EISEN: Kisokaido rokujukyu tsugi (the 
Sixty-nine stations of the Kisokaido): after Hiroshige and 
Eisen, hand-printed woodcut reproduction, seventy sheets, 
including variant of Nakatsugawa, published by Hodo 
Shuppan-sha, original size, matted, with case
  \120,000

457 After HIROSHIGE: Kiban Hiroshige meisaku sen (Selected 
rare masterpieces by Hiroshige): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, twenty-five sheets, complete, published by 
Oedo mokuhansha, original size, matted, with Japanese and 
English description and with case
  \75000

458 After HIROSHIGE: Hiroshige tanzakushu (Collection of tanzaku 
prints by Hiroshige: hand-printed woodcut reproduction, 
twelve sheets, complete, original size, matted, with case, 
one sheet slightly stained, one missing paper wrapper
  \40,000

459 After HIROSHIGE: Fuji sanjurokkei (Thirty-six views of Mount 
Fuji): hand-printed woodcut reproduction, thirty-six sheets, 
complete, hand-printed woodcut reproduction, published by 
Adachi, original size, matted, with description, in cardboard 
box
  \120,000

460 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Ukiyo-e fukeiga shusei (Collection of 
ukiyo-e landscapes): hand-printed woodcut reproduction. 24 
sheets, complete, published by Adachi, original size, matted, 
with description in Japanese, with case
  \70,000

461 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Ink reprints from woodblocks held 
by Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: hand printed woodcut 
reprints, forty-seven sheets, complete, published by Adachi 
and Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1987, original size, 
limited edition of 100
  \180,000

462 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Hizo embi ukiyo-e gasen (Selected 
romantic beauties of ukiyo-e): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, thirty-six sheets, complete, published by Ishu 
Kankokai, original size, matted, with description in Japanese 
and English, with case
  \110,000

463 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Kacho meisaku sen (Selected 
masterpieces of birds and flowers): hand-printed woodcut 
reproduction, thirty-six sheets, complete, published by 
Adachi, original size, matted, with Japanese/ English 
descriptions and case
  \100,000

464 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Rekidai meisaku ukiyoe fukei hanga 
taikei / Selected masterpieces of ukiyo-e landscapes: hand-
printed woodcut reproduction, thirty-five images (thirty-
six sheets), complete, published by Adachi, original size, 
matted, with Japanese/ English descriptions (some missing) 
and case
  \140,000

465 After VARIOUS ARTISTS: Mikan nishiki-e roku daika meigasen 
(Selected masterpieces of brocade pictures by six masters): 
hand-printed woodcut reproduction, 24 sheets, complete, 
published by Adachi, original size, matted, with Japanese/
English description and with case, three sheets stained
  \70,000
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